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ABSTRACT 

Girls' volleyball shirt fabrics: a 100 percent nylon knit, 

a 50/50 polyester/cotton double faced knit and a 50/50 polyester cotton 

blend knit were laboratory tested for comfort factors. The blend 

was found to be most absorbent, thinnest and most air permeable. 

Wear studies confirmed the shirt made from this fabric was the most 

comfortable and softest. High School and college players were ques

tioned as to their preference for and comfort in various sleeve lengths 

and collar styles. As a result of this investigation, coaches are 

advised to purchase short sleeved, collarless volleyball shirts and 

to encourage players to wear shirts outside the shorts for thermal 

comfort. 

ix 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A surge of interest in women's competitive sports has occurred 

during the past ten years; however, little research has been done on 

women's uniforms. Studies have been conducted on uniforms for various 

sports, including ice hockey (Watkins 1977), but not specifically for 

volleyball. In spite of two extensive computer searches, no literature 

was found dealing with comfort factors in women's volleyball shirts. 

The number of women athletes increased dramatically following 

the passage of Title IX of the Education Amendments Bill in 1972. 

Prior to that time, five percent of high school athletes were female. 

By 1980, 33 percent were female. Prior to 1972, no athletic scholar

ships for college women were available. In 1982, about 20 percent 

of athletic scholarships were awarded to women (Waracuwski 1982). 

Volleyball was developed by YMCA Director, William B. Morgan, 

of Holyoke, Massachusetts in 1895. It was devised to provide moderate 

exercise; a relatively mild non-contact sport that businessmen could 

play, and was described as modified handball with a high net (Kort 

1980). 

In 1972, most girls' high school volleyball teams wore blue 

romper-style gym suits. In college short sleeved blouses and shorts 

were the typical uniform. Now, the majority of girl volleyball players 

wear long sleeved jerseys. Most rule bodies require a jersey, shorts 
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and light pliable shoes as regulation uniform for play. The entire 

team has to be dressed alike, with the exception of shoes and socks. 

Failure to take the floor in clean, presentable, identical uniforms 

results in forfeiture of the game. 

In heat and sweat producing activities, such as sports, comfort 

depends on staying cool and dry. Since people have different tolerances 

to heat, perceptions of comfort vary. In addition to providing thermal 

transfer and moisture uptake during active competition, women's uniforms 

must also be designed to be attractive and functional for their par

ticular sport. 

Manufacturers of women's team wear are attempting to address 

these needs. One offers a unique double-faced fabric—cotton on the 

inside of the shirt against the skin for comfort and breathabili ty 

and polyester on the outside of the garment for durability and soil 

release (VBI 1983). Yet some textile authorities feel the fiber con

tents should be reversed with a fairly open synthetic next to the skin 

to wick the perspiration and an absorbent cellulosic fabric on the 

outside to hold perspiration until•evaporation can take place (Watkins 

1984). 

In the past, sales representatives with uniforms visited schools 

on an annual circuit. Coaches could see the quality of fabric and 

construction before ordering. Now, purchasing agents order from cata

logs sent to them by athletic uniform suppliers. Buyers have to rely 

on brief catalog descriptions and past experiences, and can only hope 
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the quality meets their needs and expectations. They won't know if 

they have chosen well until after payment and shipment have been made. 

Statement of Purpose 

The purposa of this study was to evaluate selected comfort 

factors in girls' volleyball shirts, specifically for perceptions of 

comfort from the players' point of view, in laboratory analysis and 

through wear studies. Although there is no standard definition for 

clothing comfort, researchers continue to investigate the thermal, 

moisture, fiber/fabric and psychological considerations of clothing 

hoping to find a predictor of wearing comfort. It is apparent that 

different properties are more likely to predict comfort in some garments 

than in others, depending upon their end use. 

Significance of Problem 

Women's volleyball shirts have not been researched for comfort 

in either fiber/fabric characteristics or construction features of 

the garment. Poor design in either of these areas may lead to over

heating, excessive sweating and frequent adjustment of the uniform 

during play. It is felt that comfort in a garment will cause fewer 

distractions to the player and will lead to increased game efficiency. 

People knowledgeable about fabric and garment characteristics can help 

develop guidelines to suit the needs of athletes within any given sport. 

Information of this type is not readily available to those who manu

facture or those who purchase school uniforms. Recommendations from 
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this study will be useful in securing comfortable garments leading 

to increased efficiency and enjoyment during play. 

Objectives 

The objectives of this study were to investigate comfort proper

ties of several volleyball shirt fabrics. One-hundred percent nylon 

was compared with two 50/50 polyester cotton fabrics using absorption, 

air permeability and thickness tests. The absorption of polyester 

was also compared with that of cotton. Thermal and psychological 

comfort factors in volleyball shirts were examined by comparing the 

design features of 1) short sleeves with long sleeves and 2) collared 

V-necks with other necklines. 

Limitations 

The subjects wearing the shirts did not play volleyball. 

Only women in Tucson, Arizona where the climate is hot and dry partici

pated in this wear test. Women in Tucson and Claremont, California 

playing in air conditioned gyms participated in the Volleyball Player's 

Questionnaire. Therefore, the results may not be generalizable to 

the entire population of women volleyball players. 

The three volleyball shirts tested were not controlled as to 

color or sleeve length. The red shirt had short sleeves; the white 

and blue shirts had long sleeves. It is not known if color preference 

influenced perceptions of comfort. 

The researcher's ability and the availability of equipment 

in The University of Arizona Textiles Laboratory limited the tests 
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chosen to be performed on the fabric samples. The Controlled Tempera

ture and Humidity Room was frequently under repair. 

Assumptions 

In the wear tests, it was assumed that the activity levels 

among the subjects were similar in that each did whatever was necessary 

for her to develop perspiration. It was also assumed that the fabric 

provided for the laboratory test by the manufacturer was the same as 

that purchased in the shirts by the researcher. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Clothing comfort has long been the elusive goal of investi

gators including intensive studies done by Rees in 1946 and Newberg 

in 1949. Much of the research has been directed toward comfort in 

military uniforms (Fourt and Hollies 1970, Renbourn 1972, Hollies and 

Goldman 1977) or protective clothing for athletes and those working 

in hazardous occupations (Watkins 1974, 1977, 1984). Laboratory re

search and wear studies are carried out in university, industrial and 

private laboratories in the four major areas of clothing comfort: 

thermal properties, moisture related properties, fiber and fabric 

characteristics and psychological perceptions. Standardized test pro

cedures have been established for many of the properties in the first 

three areas by the American Association of Textile Chemists and Color-

ists (AATCC) and the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). 

Psychological perceptions are more difficult to measure, and no stan

dardized tests have been developed to date. 

Definitions of Comfort 

Clothing comfort isn't easily defined because it deals with 

human perceptions and preferences. The American Society of Heating, 

Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) defines thermal 
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comfort as that condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with 

the thermal environment (ASHRAE Standard 55-66, Section 2.2). Fuzek 

(1981) found people rated garments similar to the ones they usually 

wore as most comfortable, regardless of other factors. Morris and 

Prato (1981) found that fit was the best indicator of comfort in jeans. 

Wallenberger's data (1982) indicated that tactility was the factor 

used by most people to judge comfort. 

Shrivers (1982), in her review of literature listed two general 

areas of clothing comfort: psychological and physiological. Pontrelli 

(1977) suggested an area which he called 'stored modifiers' through 

which all other information was filtered. Renbourn (1972) offered 

a list of possible comfort factors: 

...may be related to the design and fit of clothes, 

their smoothness, tightness or looseness, or to the 

presence of rain or sweat in the clothes or on the 

skin (p. 204). 

Hollies (1980) included 1) thickness, weight, density, 2) air and water 

vapor permeability, 3) surface properties in number, length and re

silience of fibers, and 4) water properties in his consideration of 

clothing comfort. 

As researchers studied various components they thought contri

buted to clothing comfort, they arrived at different conclusions. 

However, all agreed that clothing comfort was an interaction among 

the clothing, the body and the environment, and that laboratory analysis 

rarely correlated with wear study data. 
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Physiology of Clothing 

Clothing physiology is the science of the interaction between 

the body, climate and clothing (Umbach 1984). It is concerned with 

functional aspects of clothing and its constituent materials wherein 

biological and physical properties interact simultaneously (Renbourn 

1972). Clothing which fails physiologically is not only uncomfortable, 

but also impedes body and skin functions and can, under certain condi

tions, damage health (Hollies and Goldman 1977). In extreme heat or 

cold, there is very little difference between physiological and psycho

logical perceptions. The problem lies between 68° and 75°F with a 

relative humidity of 50 percent (Rohles 1969). Clothing has to regu

late the flow of heat and moisture from the body to the surrounding 

atmosphere in such a way that the resulting microclimate is comfortable 

during such times (Umbach 1984). 

Microclimate. A microclimate of trapped air exists between 

the skin and clothing as it is worn. This insulates the wearer, as 

does the layer of air which clings to the outside of clothing and the 

air which is held in the interstices of the fabric. This microclimate 

is affected by bodily responses to the environment; ie, water vapor 

in the air and air movement. 

Body Responses to Heat and Moisture. If a person feels too 

warm, either from exertion, the climate or both, blood vessels dilate 

to release body heat. The heat that is released goes to the micro

climate where the fabric of the garment either retains or transmits 

the heat to the environment. If a person feels too cool, blood vessels 
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constrict in an attempt to retain body heat. Sweat may be produced 

as another way of releasing heat. Again, the garment either retains 

or transports liquid perspiration to the environment by fabric construc

tion, garment design and the way the garment is worn. 

Wear Practices. A person has a conscious choice of how clothing 

is worn, either closed up or left open. If the shirt is worn outside 

the pants, with the collar open and loose sleeve cuffs, warm moist 

air can be expelled and cool drier air can flow in. Thus, ventila

tion can by-pass fibers and fabric and make the wearer more comfortable 

(Umbach 1984). 

Properties to be Tested 

Garments can be tested for various comfort factors: thermal 

properties, moisture properties, fiber and fabric characteristics and 

psychological considerations. Researchers have added to the body of 

knowledge in these areas through the years. Accepted and conflicting 

viewpoints follow. 

Thermal Properties 

The maintenance of thermal balance is probably the most impor

tant physical comfort attribute of clothing (Watkins and Slater 1981). 

Of all the reported components of clothing comfort, thermal properties 

have received the most study (Gagge 1941, Newberg 1949, Fourt 1970, 

Renbourn 1972, Mecheels and Umbach 1976, Hollies and Goldman 1977, 

Hassenboehler 1980 and Umbach 1984). Heat retention, or thermal insula

tion, is an important property of clothing in cold environments, and 
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heat transfer is important in warm climates. The former is more fre

quently the object of research. 

Thermal insulation is determined by type of yarn, fabric con

struction and finishes (Umbach 1984). The still air layer that sur

rounds a clothed body provides over half the insulation and is of major 

concern in clothing characteristics (Hollies and Goldman 1977). Umbach 

(1984) confirmed this in his studies. Hoffmeyer and Slater (1980) 

warn that thermal resistance can not be accurately predicted from fabric 

construction alone. 

Thermal comfort depends on the balance between heat the body 

produces, what it is able to release and the environment. Body heat 

is released in four ways. Evaporation transfer will be discussed later. 

In textile materials, heat transfer can occur by convection, conduction 

and radiation (Hoffmeyer and Slayter 1980). Convection transfers body 

heat by moving hot air to cooler areas as a hot air furnace heats a 

room. Conduction releases heat from one surface to a cooler one (ie, 

a curling iron to hair). Radiation is the transference of thermal 

energy electromagnetically through space, as the sun warms the earth 

(Taylor 1982). 

The clo unit was developed by Gagge (1941) as an arbitrary 

measure of thermal comfort in clothing. A business suit, when worn 

by a man seated in a moderate environment, was assigned a value of 

1 clo. Various clo levels can be measured by temperature readings 

taken from the sensors on clothed manikins. Unfortunately, these are 

static readings and since humans are rarely static, the actual thermal 
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value of clothing is altered by the chimney or bellows effects. The 

chimney effect in clothing refers to hot air rising along the body 

until it reaches an opening in the clothing and escapes. The bellows 

effect is caused by body movement pumping the warm body air out of 

the garment. Charlie, the moving manikin in Hohenstein Institute has 

the ability to reproduce some of these actions, and data gathered from 

him are considered more accurate than the stationary manikins of the 

Army of The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 

Moisture Properties 

Moisture is found in two forms on the human body—as water 

vapor (insensible moisture) and as perspiration (liquid moisture). 

The body cools itself by releasing heat through perspiration which 

is conducted to the air where it can evaporate. The major function 

of perspiration is to provide evaporative cooling of the skin. As 

perspiration evaporates, heat is taken from the liquid moisture to 

form the water vapor, and the body is cooled by this loss of heat. 

The amount and ease with which clothing allows perspiration 

and water vapor to pass through determines how comfortable the wearer 

will feel. Until Renbourn's work (1972), it was felt that absorption 

was the most important moisture related aspect of clothing comfort. 

His studies showed no significant difference in terms of sweat remaining 

on the skin, total sweat loss, skin or internal temperature between 

absorptive and non-absorptive close-weave underwear. Renbourn proved 

that both uptake and transmission of moisture vapor and perspiration 

were important. 
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Uptake. Uptake refers to the fiber or fabric's ability to 

absorb moisture. Wettability tests in the laboratory can give relative 

data comparing one fabric with another, but must be used cautiously 

in predicting garment comfort. If activity is constant and the storage 

capacity of the fiber isn't exceeded, absorbent textiles feel comfort

able. A problem occurs when the skin goes back to its normal tempera

ture after the heat stress has stopped (Umbach 1984). Wet fabric then 

feels cold and clammy from the absorbed perspiration (Wallenberger 

1982). 

Transport. Liquid moisture may be transmitted by wicking along 

the surface of fibers or between parallel fibers. Leach (1957) felt 

filament fibers had the potential for ridding the body of perspiration 

better in warm weather than did spun fibers. Renbourn (1972) found 

some wicking occurred within the interstices of the fabric. How well 

sweat can evaporate depends somewhat on humidity, but mainly on the 

moisture transport or resistance of clothing (Umbach 1984). 

Part of the phenomenon of wicking is due to fiber modulus and 

fabric rigidity. Modulus refers to the amount of energy required 

to distort the fiber, and rigidity refers to the stiffness of the fiber. 

When fabrics absorb moisture, the relative percentages of these two 

characteristics change. An example is the difference between a wet 

and dry towel. Cotton can lose up to 75 percent of its relative modulus 

and rigidity when soaked. This is not true for synthetics (Wallenberger 

1982) so they are perceived as better wickers. 
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Morris and Prato (1985) surveyed college men from 1981 to 1983, 

and the majority of them said they thought cotton socks would be most 

comfortable to wear. They then tested an all synthetic sock worn 

on one foot and a predominantly cotton sock on the other. Because 

of the superior wicking action of the synthetic sock, the foot felt 

drier. The sweat was wicked to the shoe where it evaporated. Since 

the sweat wasn't held in the sock, the synthetic sock also felt lighter. 

Pontrelli (1977) had found similar results. 

Spencer-Smith (1979) felt some of the heat transfer data from 

these moisture related properties may be incorrect because of the dif

ferences in hygroscopic fabrics which absorb water without feeling 

wet and non-hygroscopic fabrics. He felt there could be as much as 

50 percent underestimation between tests based on dry or wet conditions 

of hygroscopic clothing. The difference in non-hygroscopic garments 

is negligible. 

Fiber and Fabric Characteristics 

Kelsey (1979) recommended nylon uniforms for their abrasion 

resistance and ability to withstand salty perspiration better than 

cotton uniforms. However, many people feel synthetics are uncomfort

able (ie, non-absorbent, stiff, too warm or too cool) to wear. All 

fibers were assessed as comfortable when worn by subjects in a thermally 

neutral environment under sedentary conditions, but differences in 

comfort properties were perceived when worn under thermal stress condi

tions (Munson and Hayter 1978). 



Fiber Content. Tests indicate that synthetics can be as comfort

able as natural fibers (Pontrelli 1977). The criteria for evaluation 

is the ability to absorb and to transport perspiration (Sportbeklei-

dung 1982). 

When Mehrtens and McAlister (1962) tested T-shirts of various 

fibers, they found scratchiness was the biggest source of discomfort. 

It seemed to be dependent on filament rigidity which is dependent on 

modulus, cross section, denier and density of the fiber. Ford's work 

(1981) confirms fiber modulus as a source of stiffness. Since synthe

tics are frequently filament fibers, they are more apt to be stiff 

than natural fibers. Latta (1977) felt complete solutions to the in

herent problems with synthetics such as high tenacity, pilling, hydro-

phobicity, smoothness, lack of bulk, unnatural hand and unpleasant 

thermal sensations were possible by coordination of the choice of 

fiber, yarn, texturizing, finish and fabric construction. 

Renbourn (1972) stated that the basic properties of a textile 

fabric depend to a large extent on the fiber from which it is made. 

The natural fiber devotees might agree with this statement, but re

searchers now disagree. Poor opinions of comfort perceived in syn

thetics are mainly due to poor textile construction (Umbach 1984). 

Fabric Construction. Even though woven fabrics were found 

to be softer and cooler to wear than knit ones (Scruggs 1980), most 

athletic uniforms are made from knit fabrics because of their superior 

stretchability. Knits can be constructed with their loops intercon

nected either in the warp or filling direction (Lyle 1982, Joseph 1983). 
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Warp knits .drape well and stretch in one direction only. It is 

difficult to stripe (insert a different color) a warp knit (Kelsey 1982). 

This is an important consideration in athletic uniforms since they are 

generally made from a combination of the school's two colors. Weft knits 

are easy to stripe and will stretch both horizontally and vertically. 

Stretch is important for freedom of movement in sports. 

Thickness. Fabric thickness is a prime factor in determining 

the effectiveness of such comfort factors as water vapor transmission and 

water holding capacity (Hollies and Goldman 1977). Thickness plays a 

very important part in determining the functional value of clothing mater

ials in their ability to allow the body to dissipate its insensible 

perspiration. The thickness of material can therfore strongly effect its 

comfort value as clothing (Renbourn 1972). The thicker the fabric, the 

greater its thermal resistance, therefore, the warmer it feels (Morris 

1955). Moisture resistance and thermal resistance depend on thermal 

thickness (Umbach 1984). Both thickness and density effect thermal resis

tance appreciably (Hoffmeyer and Slayter 1980). 

Tactile Sensations. Perceived comfort ratings sometimes defy 

explanation in terms of thermal or moisture effects and are thought to 

arise from contact sensations (Hollies and Goldman 1977). Hand was 

reported by Pontrelli (1977) as important to comfort. Wallenberger 

(1982) noted that consumers feel, touch and handle fabrics and garments 

to judge how comfortable they will be when worn. Morris and Prato (1981) 

found tactile preference predicted wear preference, but not comfort. 

Polyester shirts, even though they transmitted water vapor and heat faster 

than cotton shirts in a wear test (Fuzek 1981), were less comfortable. 



rated as less comfortable. Tactile sensations were used to explain 

the difference. 

The warm or cool feel from fabric touching the skin is related 

to its smoothness or fuzziness (Renbourn 1972). Fiber ends provide 

a slight space between the textile and the skin where convection and 

ventilation are possible (Umbach 1984). Natural fibers with their 

short lengths spun together into yarns for fabric have these ends in

herently. Synthetics, which are generally made in very long filaments, 

can be produced in short lengths and spun to achieve the same effect. 

Fabric made of spun polyester with 150 ends per square inch was found 

to be more comfortable than a fabric made of a combination of spun 

polyester contributing 75 ends and filament polyester contributing 

40 ends per square inch (Fuzek 1981). Filament polyester having no 

fiber ends per square inch was perceived as least comfortable. 

Stiff fabrics, in spite of any other characteristic, such as 

being with or without moisture from sweating, were found to be less 

comfortable than soft ones (Hollies and Goldman 1977). Stiff fabrics 

irritate and stimulate the blood vessels near the skin's surface and 

give a feeling of warmth (Fuzek 1981). Wallenberger (1982) also found 

soft supple fabrics were preferred over stiff crisp ones. One-hundred 

percent synthetics were perceived as stiffest. Surprisingly, poly

ester/cotton blends were perceived as softer than 100 percent cotton. 

Paek's studies (1984) confirmed these findings. 

In addition to the scientific textile considerations discussed 

above, purchasers of athletic uniforms have additional problems, such 

as the psychological aspects of clothing, to consider. 
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Psychological Aspects 

Buying uniforms continues to be one of the most difficult areas 

for athletic administrators because the coaches and players have spe

cific and often conflicting ideas of what they prefer (Kelsey 1982). 

Rarely is it enough that clothing fits climate, conditions, or one 

kind of activity (Umbach 1984). Uniforms must serve in work and dress 

capacities. As work clothes, they must be extremely strong, abrasion 

resistant and stretchable (Kelsey 1979). As dress clothing, the uni

forms give the first impression of a school to spectators and the op

posing team. Catalogs cater to this need by offering a variety of 

styles, colors and lettering options (Smith 1980). 

Peer acceptance, dominated by the fit and appearance of cloth

ing, influences a person's comfort in his clothing (Munson and Hayter 

1978). Leslie Goodman, a former running back with the Green Bay Packers 

and now a retailer of high school athletic apparel sums it up: 

The whole behavior of psychological performance has 

come from clothes. If you look good, if it feels good, 

you'll do go. (Ruben 1983, p. 15). 

Watkins (1974) wondered why sporting goods manufacturers popu

lated their design labs almost exclusively with engineers when there 

were any number of clothing and textile specialists available who were 

trained in the testing and behavior of fabrics and in the construction 

and fit of clothing. 

Testing Procedures 

Two types of research are used in investigating clothing comfort 

factors. One type is laboratory analysis of fabric swatches or of 



the fabric made into garments and tested on manikins. Secondly are 

wear studies in which human subjects record their perceptions of comfort 

while wearing the garment either in a climate controlled room or in 

real life. 

Laboratory Testing 

The advantage of testing fabric or garments in a laboratory 

is the ease in which a specific characteristic can be isolated for 

analysis. Air permeability (ASTM-0737-75) and absorbency (AATCC 79-

1979) are examples of properties thought to contribute to clothing 

comfort which can be tested and compared to fabrics of different fiber 

content and construction. With the resulting data, garment comfort 

is often predicted. Fahmy and Slater (1977) used an arrangement of 

brass cylinders, microphones and recorders to produce an acoustical 

test for the comfort property scratchiness. They found close corre

lation between their laboratory data and perceived scratchiness re

ported in wear studies. Caution must be used when predicting wear 

comfort from laboratory data, the results do not always correlate as 

well as they did in this example. 

Textile testing laboratories routinely have a controlled temp

erature and humidity room. In some of them, air velocity is also con

trolled. These conditions are specified by the AATCC and ASTM testing 

procedures and are important for reproducibility. 

Larger labs have manikins designed with electronic sensors 

to measure temperatures at various points on the body. NASA has an 

aluminum man, the Army has a copper man and the Hohenstein Institute 



in West Germany has a manikin with moving limbs to more closely imitate 

an actual person. The University of Minnesota has recently developed 

a female manikin (Norton^ et al. 1985). Thermophysiological effects 

of clothing are remarkably the same for all ages and both sexes, but 

only when the wearers remain sedentary. When working, the difference 

in subcutaneous fat in women adds heat insulation (Mecheels and Umbach 

1976). Munson (1981) confirmed that women don't feel heat stress as 

quickly as do men because of this insulation. Therefore, it is impor

tant to have manikins for both sexes when testing comfort in garments. 

At least two simulators have been developed to analyze the 

microclimate found between the body and clothing, and thermal/moisture 

transport in the laboratory. Harada (1982) in Japan was able to control 

the size of perspiration droplets coming through the pores of his ap

paratus to represent responses to different levels of heat stress. 

Hassenboehler's (1980) simulator involved a hot plate, a cold plate, 

with fabric in between, a moisture source and a dessicant to effectively 

control moisture transport while measuring thermal transmission. 

The disadvantage of these laboratory studies is that in studying 

one factor, any interaction among the many factors found in normal 

wear studies are not considered. Very precise physical differences 

in clothing fabrics can be measured but do not insure these will be 

sensed by wearers in actual clothing use (Hollies and Goldman 1977). 

Wear Studies 

The complex interaction of factors which cause comfort or dis

comfort is experienced more in a wear study than in a laboratory 



analysis of fabric or garment. Off-setting that advantage, disad

vantages of a wear study include 1) structuring the reporting scale 

adequately to include perceptions the wearer may want to report and 

2) the reliability of perceptions of the subjects. Regarding the second 

point, Rohles (1969) had subjects reporting "comfort" from 62° through 

96°F, Morris and Prato (1985) felt some of their statistical error 

was due to different interpretations of the scale and Watkins (1985) 

mentioned the importance of asking the right questions of the subjects 

in the right way in order to get the data being researched. 

Scales. Scales are evaluation devices to aid subjects of a 

wear test in giving useful responses to the researcher. In 1923, scales 

used the words: cold, cool, slightly cool, comfortable, slightly warm, 

warm and hot. In 1937, the scale was modified slightly by using the 

five categories: very pleasant, pleasant, indifferent, unpleasant 

and very unpleasant. In 1967, neutral was substituted for comfortable 

in the seven category scale (Rohles 1969). Hollies, et al (1979) used 

a scale of thirteen hot-through-cold categories. Mehrtens and McAlister 

(1962) used a 1-5 amount-of-comfort scale, with additional words listed 

to pinpoint discomfort. Paek (1984) used six paired words (ie, thick/ 

thin) in her wear study. Morris and Prato (1985) developed a 1-7 scale 

for degrees of the six comfort-related attributes they tested in socks. 

Clothing Studies. Wear studies have been done on a variety 

of clothing with the most exhaustive research conducted on military 

uniforms for extreme cold weather wear (Werden, et al. 1959, Worsley 
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1974, Scruggs 1980). Most of these studies were investigated at mili

tary laboratories in England and the United States. These studies 

were not reviewed because the studies on civilian clothing cited below 

more closely relate to the purposes of the present research. 

Mehrtens and McAlister (1962) studied comfort factors in T-

shirts made of a variety of 100 percent fibers. They found scratchiness 

was the greatest source of discomfort, and that wickability did not 

predict comfort. Pontrelli (1977) studied wicking properties of syn

thetic and natural fiber socks. He found the wicking properties of 

synthetics made them more comfortable to wear. Morris and Prato in

vestigated comfort factors in jeans (1981) and socks (1985). They 

also found the fabric's ability to wick was most important in sock 

comfort. Fuzek (1981) studied T-shirts in 1969 and again in 1974. 

He discovered differences in the acceptance of polyester during that 

interval. Paek (1984) tested skin contact fabrics and found tactile 

sensations to be most predictive of comfort. Tokura and Midorikawa-

Tsuratani (1985) wear tested polyester blouses comparing ones treated 

to absorb moisture with untreated ones, and found more comfort in the 

treated blouses. 

It is readily apparent that different properties are more likely 

to predict comfort in garments depending upon their end use. As in 

laboratory analysis, no one wear study factor has been found to reli

ably predict comfort in all clothing. 

The Continuum from Laboratory Analysis to Wear Study 

In the Hohenstein Institute, five levels of testing are used 

to evaluate clothing physiologically. At the first level, many possible 
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fabrics undergo physical analysis on a skin model apparatus. In the 

second level, garments made from the most promising fabrics are tested 

on a moving manikin yielding biological and physical data. In the 

third level, selected garments are worn by human subjects in a labora

tory controlled-climate room. Both psychological data and subjective 

evaluations result. The fourth level is a controlled and limited field 

test. Lastly, exhaustive field tests (wear studies) using only the 

most promising samples from the lower levels are conducted. Accuracy 

in predicting comfort, and expense, increase from level one to level 

five (Umbach 1984). 

Summary 

Although there is no standard definition for clothing comfort, 

researchers continue to investigate the thermal, moisture, fiber/fabric 

and psychological considerations of clothing in the laboratory and 

in wear studies hoping to find a predictor of wearing comfort in gar

ments. Many sources of discomfort can be listed, but an infallible 

equation for comfort has not yet been developed. This is partly due 

to the multitude of fabric characteristics and to the variety of pre

ferences among people. A successful formula would give purchasers 

the option of choosing garments best suited to their specific needs 

by listing which comfort properties were inherent in the garment. 

Different comfort factors are important in different situations and 

for different garments. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

This study used three methods to ascertain comfort factors 

in girls' volleyball shirts. The girls were asked what they preferred 

in their uniforms, fabrics used in volleyball shirts were objectively 

analyzed in the laboratory, and the shirts were wear tested and sub

jectively evaluated. 

Preliminary to the Investigation 

Interviews were conducted prior to the study to determine areas 

of concern regarding the girls' shirts. These areas were pursued later 

in the questionnaires, in laboratory and wear testing. 

Interviews With Mothers 

Preliminary to the investigation, one-third of the mothers 

from a high schol volleyball team were informally interviewed regarding 

their opinions of the girls' uniforms. They mentioned how red in the 

face their daughters became during game play and wondered if a cooler 

shirt wouldn't cause less sweating and be more comfortable. The fabric 

in the shirts seemed to them to be so hot and heavy—not like the cloth

ing normally chosen and worn by the girls. In general, they preferred 

polyester/cotton knits. 
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Interviews With Coaches 

Half a dozen team coaches at a large tournament were informally 

interviewed. Their concerns primarily dealt with purchasing problems. 

They wanted to get styles the girls liked because they felt the team 

played better when they felt good about their appearance. However, 

the secondary schools encourage the coaches to get the best price and 

the longest wearing uniforms possible. In some cases, the girls sold 

candy to raise funds for their uniforms and in another case, they bought 

their shirts at the end of the season as mementos. This money was 

kept to buy next year's shirts. The majority of coaches interviewed 

said they would like to give the girls comfortable shirts but felt 

they weren't able to concentrate on that aspect because of other criti

cal priorities placed on them. Several mentioned they'd never buy 

nylon again—it was too hot. 

Interviews With Equipment Managers 

Both high school and college managers expressed their concerns 

about the care of uniforms. It was felt that manufacturers gave too 

few instructions as to the best laundry procedures. In most cases, 

high school students wash their own uniforms at home, while the col

leges launder uniforms at the school for their players. Managers 

were aware of durability and pointed with pride to the shirts they'd 

had the longest that still looked good. They each knew which sets 

the girls liked best because they felt they won more often in a parti

cular uniform or because they felt they looked particularly good. 
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Comfort was mentioned last as a reason for preferring a certain uni

form. 

Survey of Catalogs 

Another facet preliminary to the investigation was an informal 

survey of athletic equipment catalogs and manufacturers of women's 

uniforms. Most uniforms are bought through these mail order catalogs, 

sight unseen, by the coaches ox equipment managers. Occasionally, 

the order may be handled by a sportings goods store, but seldom are 

actual samples of the uniforms available for comparison. 

The seven catalogs surveyed offered both long and short sleeved 

volleyball shirts, although the proportion of pictures definitely 

favored the more popular style—long sleeves. Several necklines were 

available—V-necks, V-necks with collars, filled in V-necks and a 

few round T-shirt necks. More raglan than set-in sleeves were avail

able. Nylon shirts were offered by one manufacturer only. All the 

others surveyed were various combinations of polyester and cotton. 

The primary focus of the short descriptions in the catalogs concerned 

the colors available, style and placement of lettering. Appearance 

was the main appeal. Comfort was rarely mentioned as a feature (Ap

pendix B ) • 

Survey of Manufacturers 

A list of athletic uniform suppliers was compiled from trade 

journals and mail order catalogs. Letters and questionnaires were 

sent to determine how many of the suppliers were actual manufacturers 
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and would have direct control over volleyball shirt quality and con

struction (Appendix c and D). Of the 22 suppliers queried, nine 

responded and four were manufacturers. These were then asked if they 

could supply fabric from which their shirts were made to the study. 

Two expressed additional interest in the study (Appendix E and F). 

Administrative Procedures 

Since human subjects were to be used in this investigation, 

the proposal had to be reviewed by all concerned parties prior to 

the administration of the questionnaires. 

Human Subjects Committees 

The proposal for this study on comfort factors in girls' volley

ball shirts was submitted to the Human Subjects Committee in the School 

of Home Economics (Appendix G ). Note: the name has since been 

changed to the School of Family and Consumer Resources. Upon approval, 

it was submitted to the University of Arizona, where it was determined 

there was no risk to the human subjects, thus no consent form would 

be required of the questionnaire respondents (Appendix H ). 

School Districts 

The proposal was also sent to the legal departments of Tucson 

Unified School District I (TUSD), Amphitheater School District and 

Salpointe Catholic High School (Appendix I ). They all gave per

mission for the research to be conducted in their high schols subject 

to approval by the coaches and players involved. TUSD also required 
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approval by the three regional assistant superintendents, the head 

of the Physical Education department and the principals of the schools 

involved (Appendix J ). 

Coaches 

Each girls volleyball coach was contacted and the project 

explained. A date to administer the questionnaires was set up with 

the interested schools. Because only four high schools were able 

to participate, additional letters were sent to college coaches familiar 

to the researcher. Two colleges agreed to participate. 

Research Design 

This study investigated girls' volleyball shirts from three 

perspectives: questionnaires, laboratory analysis and wear study. 

Sample selection, development of instruments and acquisition of ma

terials will be addressed separately under each heading. 

Questionnaires 

Questionnaires were developed following the lines of inquiry 

brought forward in the preliminary investigation (Appendix K). The 

questionnaires- administered to the college girls omitted questions 

regarding home laundry practices as it was known that their teams 

used a central facility. 

Sample Selection. All the high school districts (4) in Tucson 

received proposals of the research project. Three approved the pro

ject, subject to approval of the coaches. Coaches from one district 
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did not respond to the letter of inquiry. Of the remaining two dis

tricts, four high school coaches chose to have their teams participate. 

Thus the sample was self selecting and it is thought that time was 

the factor which prevented the other teams from participating. The 

administrative approval procedure extended almost to the end of volley

ball season. 

Purpose. The purpose of the questionnaire was to establish 

what the girls preferred in fabric and design features in their uni

forms, any particular ways they wore their shirts which might affect 

comfort and the areas of discomfort they had experienced. 

Pretest. The questionnaire was pretested by an ex-member 

of a high school volleyball team to check for clarity of questions, 

semantics and logic. It was further refined through input from a 

college research methods class prior to administration. 

Administration. The questionnaires were administered by the 

researcher on the agreed date, during a practice session in the school's 

gym. The exception was Pomona College in California where the ques

tionnaires were mailed and self-administered. The 23 college and 

37 high school girls completed the questionnaires after a brief ex

planation of the study. Comfort was mentioned but not stressed in 

order to get unbiased responses. 

Laboratory Analysis of Fabric 

From the review of literature, it became apparent that some 

tests were more applicable to clothing comfort than others. The re

searcher's ability and the availability of equipment in the University 



of Arizona Textiles Laboratory also influenced the choice of tests. 

Samples of the volleyball shirt fabrics were tested for three factors 

thought to contribute to comfort in clothing—thickness, air permea

bility and absorbency (Joseph 1983, Lyle 1982). 

Acquisition of Fabrics. Three fabrics were received from 

shirt manufacturers: a 100 percent nylon weft knit (Fabric A) (Ap

pendix L), a double-faced 50/50 polyester/cotton warp knit (Fabric 

B), and a 50/50 polyester/cotton blend weft knit (Fabric C). These 

were typical of the fabrics available in the catalogs and offered 

good opportunities for comparison of comfort factors 

Procedure. The fabrics were cut into eight 15 by 18 inch 

pieces. Since Fabric A was navy blue, a small square of white cloth 

for visibility was stapled to the lower right hand corner and coded 

1-8 with permanent magic marker. The other fabrics were white and 

were coded 1-8 (Fabric B) and A-H (Fabric C) directly. The first six 

samples were used in the laboratory analysis; the seventh was used 

in miscellaneous physical tests pertaining to durability, and therefore 

will not be included in this study of comfort factors. The eighth 

sample was retained as a replacement piece if needed. All samples 

were pinned to hangers and hung on a rack in a constant temperature, 

controlled humidity room for 24 hours prior to testing. Each fabric 

sample was tested in five locations (Figure 1). 

3 4 

2 

5 1 

Figure 1. Areas of Laboratory Testing on Fabric Samples 
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Areas four and five were tested on the wrong side (normally 

worn next to the body) while areas one to three were tested on the 

right, or outside, face of the fabric. This was done primarily to 

accommodate the differences in Fabric B, constructed of 50/50 polyester/ 

cotton with all the polyester on the outside face and all the cotton 

on the inside face, and also to check for possible differences in 

Fabrics A and C. Four hours of reconditioning elapsed between tests. 

After the initial tests were run, the samples were laundered five 

times, dried and the entire test procedure was repeated. 

Thickness. Test method ASTM D1777-64 was used to measure 

the distance between the upper and lower surfaces of the volleyball 

shirt fabric. Thickness values are often used to estimate warmth 

properties of textiles. 

The Frazier Compressometer was used to test the conditioned 

fabric samples in five test areas (Figure 1), and the results were 

averaged for data analysis. The 3/8 inch foot and 0.5 pounds per 

square inch of pressure were applied to the fabric. The thickness 

scale was read in inches after a three second interval to insure that 

a fairly stable condition existed. The amount of pressure was se

lected using ASTM guidelines and was appropriate for the type of fabric 

being tested. 

Air Permeability. Test method ASTM D737-75 was used to measure 

the ease with which air passed through the fabrics. Air permeability 

influences perceptions of warmth or coolness; it is related to thermal 

properties, is a major factor in body comfort, and provides an 



indication of "breathability". Fabrics with high air permeability 

permit passage of water vapor and provide for heat loss by convection. 

Air was drawn through the fabric under a 0.5 inch pressure 

differential through 11 and 16 mm orifices, using the Frazier Air 

Permeability Instrument. Measurements were taken at five locations 

(Figure 1) and reported in cubic feet of air per minute per square 

foot of material. 

Air Permeability. Test method AATCC 79-1979 was used to measure 

absorbency in the volleyball shirt fabrics. A single layer of the 

conditioned uniform fabric was held taut in an embroidery hoop. A 

buret of distilled water was adjusted to deliver one drop every five 

seconds. The fabric was held 3/8 inch below the buret, and a stop 

watch was started as the first drop fell. The watch was stopped when 

the liquid on the fabric surface lost its specular reflective power. 

Five readings were taken and averaged. The shorter the wetting time 

of the fabric, the more readily perspiration will be absorbed by the 

volleyball shirt. 

Laundry. While this study did not look at laundry procedures 

specifically, managers had mentioned that care was a problem. They 

felt manufacturers didn't include enough information. 

AATCC 124-1978 was used as a guide in the laboratory test 

for laundering, however, it was designed as a test for appearance 

of durable press fabrics and specified drying after each laundering. 

As this research looked at comfort factors, and due to time limitations, 

five wash cycles were followed by a single drying cycle. 
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Two samples of each fabric were washed in hot (59°C) water, 

two in warm (45°C) water, and two in cool (28°C) water in a Maytag 

washer model LA 410. Water temperatures were measured prior to the 

addition of \ cup of Tide. After the detergent dissolved, the samples, 

with a dummy load of other dry fabrics to equal three pounds, were 

added. The machine was set for a small load, nine minute cycle. 

The rinse water was cool in all cases. One sample from each pair 

was line dried, and one was dried for 25 minutes in a Maytag dryer 

model LDE 410. Tests for absorbency, thickness and air permeability 

were conducted on the fabric samples prior to washing and drying and 

again after five wash cycles to check for any possible effect on comfort 

factors. 

Wear Tests 

Laboratory analysis, however well it might evaluate specific 

comfort factors in fabric, cannot accurately predict actual comfort: 

there are too many interrelated variables. For this reason, wear 

tests were conducted. 

Acquisition of Shirts. The manufacturers of shirts made from 

Fabric B and Fabric C were each able to supply a long sleeved, col

lared girls' volleyball shirt to the study. The manufacturer of shirts 

from Fabric A could not, and a local sporting goods store, carried 

only a short sleeved, V-neck shirt without a collar in this fabric. 

This is an alternate volleyball style offered by many suppliers. 

It was felt that a comparison between the currently fashionable long 

sleeved jersey and the possible future fashion leader, the short sleeved 

shirt, would be advantageous. 
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Development of the Evaluation Instrument. A semantic word 

differential scale was developed using pairs of opposing comfort-

related words at either margin of the scale with numbers one through 

six in between (Appendix M). Negative and positive values were 

interspersed to avoid automatic responses and comfort/discomfort was 

included as a control to double check other responses. This set of 

words was repeated three times on the scale—the first set to be used 

when the dry shirt was put on a cool dry body, the second set to be 

used after a sweat had been built up and the third set to be used 

after cooling down while still in the sweaty shirt. 

Sample Selection. Five subjects for the wear study were re

cruited from the University of Arizona Clothing and Textile staff 

and . student population. They all had some knowledge of textiles and 

engaged in activities that produced sweat. All were healthy females 

between the ages of 19 and 35. Each indicated a willingness to wear 

the shirts in activities where they normally produced sweat followed 

by a period of cooling off. These conditions simulated volleyball 

game conditions and were considered necessary for the study. The 

three time periods—presweat, sweat and post-sweat—are common in 

studies of this kind (Weraen 1959, Worsley et al 1977). 

Procedure. Shirts made from Fabrics A and C (to be called 

Shirt A and Shirt C) were worn once by each subject and evaluated 

during the three wear periods. Subjects were asked to wear the shirt 

made of Fabric B (the double-faced fabric) with each side next to 

their skin to that Shirt B was evaluated twice during the three wear 
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periods. This was to check manufacturer's claims of comfort against 

the commonly held textile belief that a synthetic fiber next to the 

body will wick moisture away from the body to an absorbent cellulosic 

fiber where evaporation will take place. 

Shirt sleeve shrinkage was mentioned as a problem by the mothers 

in the informal interview. They wondered if shrinking was part of 

the reason the girls pushed their sleeves up so often. The shirts 

used in the wear study were carefully traced and measured on grid 

paper before any wearing or washing occurred. They were retraced 

and remeasured after ten washings; five by the researcher which were 

line dried, and five by the wear subjects which were machine dried. 

These conditions, were comparable to the treatment that the shirts 

would have received in actual use by members of a volleyball team. 

The results of this second test were used to determine if dimensional 

change was a comfort factor in girls' volleyball shirts. 

Analysis of Data 

The three areas of this investigation—questionnaires, labora

tory data, and wear study—were analyzed separately. Where possible, 

the results were compared. Volleyball Player's Questionnaire responses 

were tabulated by frequency distribution and the results presented 

in tabular form as descriptive data. The findings for air permeability 

and thickness were subjected to one way analysis of variance through 

the Statistical Program for Social Sciences (SPSS). Absorbency was 

statistically analyzed by multiple analysis of variance due to con

founding variables within the controlled temperature room. The nega

tive and positive terms on the wear study evaluation instrument were 
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coded to reflect the same value (ie, a rating of 1 was considered 

most comfortable so all positive comfort terms were assigned this 

value and the corresponding numbers down to six re-numbered). Data 

were hand tabulated by frequency distribution and presented as descrip

tive data in tabular form. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of this study are reported separately according 

to the three methods of collecting data. Opinions based on the review 

of literature will be included as explanatory information. 

Questionnaires 

The questionnaire section includes perceived comfort in present 

uniforms, fabric perceptions, girls' preferences in design features 

and opinions regarding style. In the discussion where results are 

similar, the data from high school and college girls are pooled. 

Where a difference occurs, the responses are reported separately. 

This researcher feels different responses indicate a change in per

ception resulting from the possible eight year (high school freshman 

to college senior) difference in time spent on a volleyball team and 

wearing the uniforms. 

Comfort 

Mothers interviewed thought sweating was an important contri

butor to discomfort in uniform shirts. Approximately 77 percent of 

the girls subsequently reported they sweat a lot in their shirts, 
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yet only 13 to 21 percent of the girls mentioned that their shirts 

were uncomfortable (Table 1). Sweat evidently was not perceived to 

be a problem by the girls. Whether sweat is just something they're 

used to when playing, or whether they just don't expect their shirts 

to be a factor in promoting comfort is not known. 

Table 1. Sweat as a Comfort Factor 

High School. College 

N X N % 

Sweat when playing 

A lot 28 75.7 18 78.3 

Some 8 21.6 3 13 

Very little 1 2.7 2 8.7 

How shirt feels 

Comfortable 

Don't think about it 

Bothers me 

10 27 9 39.1 

22 59, .5 9 39.1 

5 13, .5 5 21.7 

The second area of comfort related to how the girls wore their shirts; 

either tucked into their shirts or worn outside the shorts. The 

chimney effect, ventilation rising up through openings in clothing, 

is known to aid the body's cooling process. However, presenting a 

good appearance on the floor is more important, or better known, to 

the coaches and girls in this study. Girls reported they were told 

to wear their shirts tucked in, and even more of them did so without 

being told. It is not known whether this was a personal choice or 

whether earlier training might be responsible for this behavior. 

Sixty-six percent of the high school players reported that 

their respective coaches told them to wear their shirts tucked in. 
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In college, only 44 percent of the girls reported their coaches told 

them to tuck their shirts in, yet 87 percent wore them that way (Table 

2 ) .  

Table 2. Manner of Wearing Shirts 

Shirts tucked in 

Yes 

No 

Coach's Orders 

Yes 

No 

High School College 

N % N % 

25 

12 

24 

13 

67.6 

32 .4 

64.9 

35.1 

20 
3 

87 

13 

10 43.5 

13 56.5 

Fabric 

The majority of girls were satisfied with the fabrics from 

which their shirts were made (Table 3). 

Table 3. Fabric Preference 

High School College 

N % N % 

Polyester/Cotton Knit 

Like in present 32 

uniform 

Would like in future 22 

86.5 20 87 

59.5 18 78.3 

As the questionnaires were administered during practice ses

sions, the game shirts were not available and labels couldn't be 

checked. The few who didn't report a polyester/cotton knit in their 

shirts were unaware of what fabric they wore. According to the coach, 
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all the shirts were polyester/cotton blends. In a later question, 

over 60 percent of the high school, but only 30 percent of the college 

girls said the fabric in their shirts was acceptable. The discrepancy 

may lie in their difficulty in separating the fabric the shirt was 

made of from the perceptions of comfort in the shirt itself. About 

one-third of both sets of girls mentioned their shirts were hot, and 

a third of the college girls reported their shirts were heavy. Stiff

ness and clinginess were also mentioned as problems (Table 4). More 

than one category of discomfort could be checked so the numbers do 

not total 100 percent. Those who checked 'just right' checked no 

other categories. 

Table 4. Perception of Shirt Fabric 

N 

High School College 

N % N % 

Shirt is scratchy 2 
5 

11 
6 

23 

5 

1 

1 

5.4 2 8.7 

13.5 2 8.7 

29.7 8 34.8 

16.2 7 30.4 

62.2 7 30.4 

13.5 5 21.7 

2.7 2 8.7 

2.7 o :o 

Stiff 

Hot 

Heavy 
Just Right 

Clingy 

Flimsy 

Thin 

Preferrence in Design Features 

Over half the high school girls reported they push their sleeves 

up either "always" or "sometimes" during a game, yet 62 percent reported 
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their sleeves were "just right" (Table 5). Twenty percent felt the 

sleeves were too short and ten percent felt they were too long, and 

adjusted them to try to make the sleeves more comfortable. Therefore, 

twelve percent pushed their sleeves up even though there was nothing 

wrong with the fit. At the college level, 87 percent of the girls 

pushed their sleeves up sometimes or always, with 39 percent saying 

the sleeves fit "just right". Twenty-six percent felt their sleeves 

were too long and twenty-one percent felt they were too tight. Forty-

eight percent evidently pushed their sleeves up out of habit or ner

vousness . 

Table 5. Sleeves as Comfort Factors 

High school College 

N % N % 

Puah Sleeves Up 

Always 3 8.1 6 26.1 

Sometimes 16 43.2 14 60.9 

Never 8 21.6 2 8.7 

Don't Have 10 27 0 0 

Sleeves are 

Too Long 4 10.8 6 26.1 

Just Right 23 62.2 9 39.1 

Too Short 8 21.6 1 4.3 

Too Tight 1 2.7 5 21.7 

Too Loose 1 2.7 1 4.3 

Long sleeved shirts are currently in style, however, short 

sleeves were popular on college teams during the late 1960's and early 

1970's. Some people feel that long sleeves shield the forearm from 

sting when the ball is returned during a volleyball game. Others 



feel long sleeves absorb sweat which would otherwise get on the ball 

or fall to the floor causing slippery conditions. One high school 

out of the four participating had short sleeved shirts, and liked 

them. The others, including the college girls, all had long sleeved 

shirts, and liked them. Sleeveless shirts were universally disliked 

for competition but 26 percent of the college girls said they'd be 

willing to try short sleeved shirts (Table 6). One college has ordered 

them for next season. The men's 1984 Olympic Volleyball Team and 

the top Tucson high school team wore short sleeved shirts. 

Table 6. Sleeve Preference 

High School College 

N % N % 

Have 

Sleeveless 0 0 0 0 

Short Sleeves 11 29.7 0 0 

Long Sleeves 26 70.3 23 100 

Would Like 

Sleeveless 1 2.7 1 4.3 

Short Sleeves 12 32.4 6 26.1 

Long Sleeves 24 64.9 16 69.6 

Would Hate 

Sleeveless 23 62.2 18 78.3 

Short Sleeves 5 13.5 3 13 

Long Sleeves 9 24.3 2 8.7 

The majority of subjects had collared V-neck shirts. In high 

school, 46 percent responded they would dislike wearing a uniform 

with a round T-shirt neck and 46 percent would dislike wearing a plain 
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V-neck. Fifty-two percent of the college girls : responded they would 

dislike wearing a T-shirt neck but only 26 percent expressed dislike 

for a plain V-neck (Table 7). 

Table 7. Neckline Preference 

High School College 

N % N % 

Have 

Plain V 7 19 0 0 

V with Collar 19 51.3 23 100 

T-shirt 11 29.7 0 0 

Would Like 

Plain V 10 27 3 13 

V with Collar 22 59.5 18 78, ,3 

T-shirt 5 13.5 2 8. ,7 

Would Hate 

Plain V 17 45.9 6 26, .1 

V with Collar 3 8.2 5 21, .7 

T-shirt 17 45.9 12 52. .2 

Of the few that disliked the collared V-neck, some said it choked 

them and some said it gapped when they bent over. 

Style Preference 

Many of the previous results reflect attitudes about current 

styles. Long sleeves and collared V-necks are "in" for girls' volley

ball shirts. The majority of illustrations in uniform catalogs were 

this style (Appendix B ). The Women's Olympic Volleyball Team wore 

long sleeved, collared V-neck uniforms on TV, summer of 1984. 

In both high school and college, 87 percent of the girls said 

style in clothing in general was either "important" or "very important" 
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to them (Table 8). Ninety-seven percent of the girls thought the 

styles of their volleyball uniforms were either "OK" or "great". 

While over 50 percent of the girls reported that comparing their uni

forms with the uniforms of the teams they played wasn't important, 

almost everyone thought they looked the same or better than the competi

tion. Evidently, girls compare on a subconscious level. 

Table 8. Style as a Factor 

High School College 

N % N % 

Style Normally Worn 
Very Important 11 29 .7 3 13 

Somewhat Important 21 56 .8 17 74 

Doesn't Matter 5 13 .5 3 13 

Style of Uniform 

Great 14 37, .8 2 8.7 

OK 22 59, .5 20 87 

Ugly 1 2, .7 1 4.3 

Importance of Sameness 

Very 5 13, .5 2 8, .7 

Some 13 35, .1 8 34, .8 

None 19 51, .4 13 56. .5 

Yours Compared with Others 

Better 18 48.6 5 21, .7 

Same 19 51.4 17 73, .9 

Worse 0 0 1 4, ,3 

Laboratory Analysis 

Fabrics A, B and C were laboratory tested in order to attempt 

to predict, or explain, comfort in the shirts when worn. 
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Thickness 

Fabric C was the thinnest of the three fabrics using the 3/8 

inch pressure foot on the Frazier Compressometer and .5 pounds of 

pressure per inch (Table 9). Loading time was three seconds. 

Table 9. Fabric Thickness 

Fabric Inches 

A .02 5 

B .026 

C .016 

One way analysis of variance indicated significant difference between 

Fabric C and Fabrics A and B (Table 10). If thickness is a comfort 

factor, Shirt C will be most comfortable to wear. 

Table 10. Analysis of Variance: Thickness 

Degrees 

Source of Freedom 

Between Groups 2 

Air Permeability 

The Frazier Air Permeability Instrument was used to determine 

the cubic feet of air flow per minute per square foot of fabric. Both 

the 11 and 66 mm orifices were used in order to get useable readings. 

The data were made comparable by use of the conversion chart accompanying 

the instrument (Table 11). 

Sum of F F 

Squares Ratio Probability 

3.0955 540.124 .0000 
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Table 11. Fabric Air Permeability 

Fabric Cubic Feet 

A 213.2 

B 210.9 

C 223.4 

Statistical analysis indicated a significant difference at the .05 

level between Fabric and Fabrics A and B (Table 12). If air permea

bility is a comfort indicator, Shirt C should be most comfortable. 

Table 12. Analysis of Variance: Air Permeability 

Degrees Sum of F F 
Source of Freedom Squares Ratio Probability 

Between Groups 2 1.1625 3.943 .042 

Absorbency 

In this test, the results of the two faces of Fabric B are 

reported separately to show the difference the manufacturer intended 

(Table 13). B indicates the polyester face and B indicates the cotton 
p c 

face of the fabric. There were no differences in the two sides of 

Fabrics A or C as the fibers were uniform throughout. Results are 

given in the time needed for one drop of water to be absorbed by the 

fabric under controlled conditions. 
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Table 13. Fabric Absorbency in Seconds 

Fabric Before Laundering After Laundering 

A 7740 1 
B 274 18 

BC 336 39 

CP 1 1 

Noting the large difference needed for one drop of water to be absorbed 

before and after laundering in Fabrics A and B, it is thought that they 

received a finish during manufacturing which impeded absorbency until 

it was washed out. 

Multiple analysis of variance was utilized to determine dif

ferences between the faces of Fabric B. There was statistical difference 

in absorption before laundering (Table 14), but no statistical dif

ference afterwards (Table 15). 

Table 14. Analysis of Variance in Faces of Fabric B: 
Absorbency Before Laundering 

Degrees Sum of Significance 

of Freedom Squares F of F 

1 27751.25 10.479 .006 

Table 15. Analysis of Variance in Faces of Fabric B: 

Absorbency After Laundering 

Degrees Sum of Significance 

Source of Freedom Squares F of F 

Source 

Face 

Face 1 .03468 2.215 .187 
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As Fabrics A and C had the same absorbency rate, they should be per

ceived as equally comfortable to wear. Absorbency is an important 

aspect of clothing in removing sweat from the body, however, an even 

more important aspect is how quickly the fabric then dries. No reli

able test procedure for this measurement has been developed to date. 

Laundry Practices 

One pair of each fabric sample was washed in hot water, one 

in warm water and the last pair in cool water five times. One of each 

pair was line dried and the other was machine dried. The samples were 

then re-tested for thickness, air permeability and absorbency in the 

laboratory. The wear tested shirts were traced, measured, laundered 

10 times, retraced and remeasured to check for dimensional change. 

Thickness. All three fabrics gained in thickness, and a relaxa

tion of the fibers from the manufacturing process in the suspected 

cause. Fabric A became thicker after machine drying, Fabric B became 

thicker after line drying, and there was no difference between drying 

methods for Fabric C (Table 16). Water temperature was not a factor 

in any of the cases. 

Table 16. Changes in Thickness Due to Laundering in Centimeters 

Fabric Before Washing ^Line Machine Percent Change 
Drying Drying 

A .023 .024 .025 8.63! 

B .017 .026 .025 52.9 

C .013 .017 .017 30.7 
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Air Permeability. All three fabrics were more air permeable 

when line dried than when machine dried. Examination of the raw data 

indicated that cold water washing was most beneficial to Fabrics A 

and C, but least beneficial to Fabric B. Fabrics B and C lost perme

ability in the washing process, while Fabric A gained (Table 17). 

Table 17. Changes in Cubic Feet of Air Permeability Due to 

Laundering 

Fabric 

A 

B 

C 

Inherent 

Differences 

Line 

Drying 

207.43 

324.7 

2 6 6 . 6  

Machine 

Drying Change 

215.3 211.1 gained 3% 

214.2 207.6 lost 35% 

226.4 220.4 lost 16% 

Absorbency. Fabric C had no change in its absorbency due to 

washing or drying procedures. Fabrics A and B both gained absorbency 

when a suspected finish was washed out during laundering. Fabric A 

registered no difference in absorbency due to water temperature or 

method of drying after laundering. Fabric B was most absorbent when 

washed with hot water regardless of drying method. However, in both 

warm and cool wash water temperatures, Fabric B was ten times more 

absorbent when line dried than when machine dried (Table 18). 

Table 18. Affects of Laundering on Fabric B 
in Seconds of Absorbency 

Hot Warm Cool 

Line 

Machine 

1 7.4 10.6 

1 72.0 97.0 
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Shrinkage. Shirt C lost 5% of its length after ten washings 

while Shirt B lost 9%. This is a notable amount in sleeves and could 

have contributed to a feeling of discomfort leading the girls to push 

their sleeves up during games. Shirt A had short sleeves so dimensional 

change was not important. 

Table 19. Shrinkage Due to Laundering 

Original Washed Inches Percent 

Shirt Length Length Lost 

B 27 inches 24.5 inches 2.5 9% 

C 27.5 26 1.5 5% 

As body length was not a critical factor, it won't be reported here. 

VJear Study 

Perceptions of soft/scratchiness, cool/warmth, light/heaviness, 

dry/wetness and overall comfort were tabulated by wear periods in the 

following Figures. The wear periods indicated beneath the graphs by 

numbers 1, 2 and 3 refer to these items: 

1. Pre-sweat: when the shirt was first put on and dry 

2. Sweat: during strenuous activity 

3. Post-sweat: when the shirt was wet with sweat 

but the heat stress had passed. 

As it was felt that relative comfort was important in each of these 

periods, the graphs have been presented to show the distinct data, 

not a combined average. 
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Letters A, B , B , and C beneath the graphs refer to these 
c p 

shirts: 

Shirt A: 100% nylon, short sleeves, V-neck. 
Shirt Bc: 50% polyester, 50% cotton knit so that the 

polyester and cotton are on separate faces 

of the fabric, worn with the cotton next 

to the body, long sleeves, collared V-neck. 

Shirt B : Same as shirt B , worn with the polyester 

next to the body. 

Shirt C: 50% polyester/50% cotton blend, long sleeves, 

collared V-neck. 

The shirt letters correspond to the fabric letters used in laboratory 

analysis. 

The vertical scale in the following Figures range from one 

to six and represent the means of responses reported by the wear test 

subjects. One is the maximum for the value given at the lower end 

of the scale, and 6 is the maximum for the value at the upper end of 

the scale. In each case, the characteristic considered to contribute 

most to wearing comfort under hot sweaty conditions is given at the 

base of the scale making a low rating more comfortable than a high 

rating. 

Soft/Scratchy 

Shirt A was perceived as most scratchy during all three periods 

of wear (Figure 2). Shirt C was softest overall. Wear testers reported 

they liked this shirt best because of its softness and it is not known 

whether this opinion influenced other perceptions and results. Part 

of the perception of scratchiness in Shirt B was due to the synthetic 

braid extending from wrist to waist, through the underarm. The manu

facturer advertised it as important for stretchability and a matching 
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stripe on the coordinating shorts makes the set an attractive uniform. 

Unfortunately, this trim was stiffer and scratchier than the shirt. 

Scratchy 6 

5.5 

5 

4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

Soft 1 

1 2 3 1 2 3 12 3 

Wear 

2 3 Periods 

C Shirts 

Figure 2. Perceptions of Softness 

Perceptions of scratchiness seemed to relate to fiber content 

in Shirt A, the 100 percent nylon, and the polyester side of Shirt 

B. By separating the cotton and polyester into two faces in Shirt 

B, the manufacturer has brought his product closer to the 100 percent 

nylon in terms of comfort factors than to the other 50 percent poly

ester/50 percent cotton shirt. 
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Cool/Warmth 

While Shirt A was perceived as being the coolest initially, 

(1) it was felt to be the warmest during the sweating (2) period (Fig

ure 3). Shirts A, and C were perceived as comparable in the cool 

down period (3), with Shirt perceived as considerably warmer. 

Warm 

Cool 

6 

5.5 

5 

4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

1 

1 2 3 

B 

1 2 3 

B 

Wear 

12 3 Periods 

C Shirts 

Figure 3. Perceptions of Coolness 

Shirt A had short sleeves specifically to check perceptions 

of comfort regarding this design feature and Shirts B and C were long 

sleeved. It is thought that because of the sleeves, Shirt A received 

a comfortable rating when first put on in both temperature and weight. 

It is surmized that the cotton face of Shirt B may have acted as an 
P 

insulative layer causing the retention of heat in the 3rd wear period. 
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Light/Heavy * 

With the absorption of perspiration, all the shirts felt heaviest 

during the second wear period (Figure A). Shirt A, with its short 

sleeves, was perceived overall as lightest. 

Heavy 6 

5.5 

5 

A.5 

A 

3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 

*1.5 

Light 1 

1  2  3  

A  

1  2  3  

B  

1  2  3  

B  

W e a r  

1 2  3 Pe r i o d s  

C Shirts 

Figure 4. Perceptions of Weight 

Shirt B c and Bp are the same shirt and could be assumed to 

weigh the same when worn inside out or right side out. The difference 

lies in the orientation of the fiber to the body and the amount of 

perspiration being absorbed and/or wicked. Shirt B was felt to be 

heaviest overall, and an informal (unconditioned, post laundry) weighing 

of samples confirmed the fabric weighed more than Fabrics A or C per 
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square yard. In the case of athletic uniforms for hot sweaty activities, 

lighter fabrics are perceived as more comfortable. 

Dry/Wet 

All the shirts felt considerably wetter during the sweat period 

(2) and were perceived as drier during the cooling off period (3) (Fig

ure 5). Shirts A and B seemed most wet, while Shirt C was perceived 
P 

overall as most capable in coping with moisture from sweat. had 

been expected to absorb the most perspiration because it was closest 

to 100 percent cotton with a reputation for absorbency. 

Wet 5 

4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

Dry 1 

The synthetic fibers in Shirts A and Bp lived up to the expecta

tions that their inherent wicking ability would lead to perceptions 

Wear 

12 3 Periods 

C Shirts 

Figure 5. Perceptions of Dryness 
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of comfort in the garment during the third wear period. The least 

difference in perceptions of dryness was in the third wear period of 

Shirt B . More of the absorbed sweat stayed in that shirt, that is, 
c 

a smaller amount of change was perceived between the second and third 

wear periods. 

Combined Factors 

When the previously reported data from Figures 2-5 were compiled, 

a perceived combined comfort rating was established (Figure 6). Shirt 

C was perceived as most comfortable overall, with Shirt B, a 50/50 

polyester/cotton, being perceived as more similar to the nylon Shirt 

A than to the other polyester/cotton shirt. 

Discomfort 6 

5.5 

5 

4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

Comfort 1 

1 2 3 

A 

1 2 3 

B 

Wear 

12 3 Periods 

C Shirts 

Figure 6. Means of Combined Comfort Factors 
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Comfort/Discomfort 

This category was included in the wear study scale to monitor 

the other perceptions of comfort: to verify if the means of the com

bined factors was the same as the means of a single comfort factor. 

Shirt C was again perceived as most comfortable. The polyester side 

of Shirt B was felt to be the least comfortable during the period of 

intense sweating (2) but regained the largest percentage of comfort 

in the cooling off (3) period reflecting the loss of weight and wetness 

through wicking of perspiration (Figure 7). 

Discomfort 6 

5.5 

5 

4.5 

4 

3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

Comfort 1 

1 2 3 

A 

1 2 3 

B 

1 2 3 

B 

Wear 

12 3 Periods 

C Shirts 

Figure 7. Single Comfort Factor 

The comparison between Figures 6 and 7 indicates human percep

tions are not completely consistent. Shirt C was perceived as most 



comfortable in both Figures but the combined means (Figure 6) showed 

the wearers reported twice as much specific discomfort as they reported 

in overall discomfort. Shirt B was felt to be least comfortable in 
p 

both Figures. Luckily, this is not the way the manufacturer intended 

the shirt to be worn, but it was tested in this manner to check a contro

versial textile theory. Surprisingly, Shirt A, the 100 percent nylon, 

and Shirt B , the 50/50 polyester cotton worn with the cotton face 
c 

next to the skin as manufacturerd, have very similar graphs in both 

Figures 6 and 7. Shirt A had been expected to be less comfortable 

than the blends: several coaches and players mentioned nylon was hot 

to wear in the past. Shirt B was expected to rate more closely to 

Shirt C with the same fiber content. 

Summary of Results 

According to the questionnaires, sweat was not perceived as 

a problem by the players. They and their coaches preferred volleyball 

shirts worn inside the shorts even though wearing the shirt outside 

provides more thermal comfort. All the teams tested had polyester/cot

ton blend shirts and the majority of high school girls were satisfied 

with it. The majority of college girls felt their shirts were either 

too heavy or too clingy. The majority of girls pushed up the sleeves 

of their volleyball shirts in spite of the fact that the majority felt 

the sleeves fit alright. All but one school had long sleeved shirts, 

like long sleeves and would dislike sleeveless shirts. The majority 

wore V-neck shirts with a collar, liked them and would dislike T-shirt 

necklines. 



In the laboratory analysis, Fabric C was found to be thinnest, 

most air permeable, most absorbent before and after laundering, shrunk 

less in the sleeves and was predicted to be the most comfortable to 

wear. No consistent difference was found in comfort factors related 

to wash water temperatures, but line drying did improve air permeability 

In the wear study, Shirt C, the 50/50 polyester/cotton blend, 

was found to be softest and most comfortable. Results for Shirt B, 

the double faced 50/50 polyester/cotton were more similar to Shirt 

A, the 100 percent nylon. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Data from the three areas of investigation are combined and 

presented to address the objectives of the study: perceptions of com

fort from fabric factors and perceptions of comfort derived from design 

features. 

Fabric Factors 

The 50/50 polyester/cotton blend knit shirt was preferred over

all. Laboratory analysis found it was thinnest, most air permeable 

and most absorbent. These predictions of comfort were confirmed by 

the wear study. 

Nylon shirts bought in the past as school volleyball shirts 

for durability were remembered as uncomfortably hot to wear. This 

research indicated the nylon shirt had very similar comfort ratings 

to the polyester/cotton shirt with separate faces. It is not known 

whether the nylon fabric had been modified to be more comfortable now 

or whether pre-conceived notions of discomfort in nylon precluded percep

tions of comfort earlier. 

The tactility of the fabric might have led wearers to assume 

they knew how it was going to feel when worn. The "softest" shirt 

consistently received higher comfort ratings even though another shirt 

was reported as "cooler" and "lighter". The hand, tactility, or feel 

59 
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of the synthetic fibers was found to be scratchier than the polyester/ 

cotton blend. 

While there was no conclusive evidence that one temperature 

of wash water was superior to another, laundry tests did show line 

drying improved comfort factors more than machine drying. 

Design Factors 

Sleeves in the same volleyball shirt were perceived to be too 

long, too short and just right by different sized wearers. Players 

pushed their sleeves up frequently. It is not known whether this was 

from a feeling of discomfort or habit, but a player who is always ad

justing her sleeves is distracted from the game. 

Although long sleeved volleyball shirts are the current fashion, 

the questionnaire indicated that resistance to short sleeved shirts 

may be waning. They are available from manufacturers, and more teams 

are purchasing them, possibly as an influence from the 1984 Men's 

Olympic Team. 

Coaches and players prefer shirts to be worn tucked inside 

the shorts. It is assumed that this is for appearance sake and may 

include psychological comfort. 



CHAPTER VI 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

These recommendations result from a compilation of data from 

the players questionnaires, laboratory tests and wear study. All par

ticipating coaches and interested manufacturers will receive a copy 

of the recommendations in the form of a small booklet (Appendix N). 

The girls by their actions and comments indicate to the coach 

their perceptions of comfort in their uniforms. The coach, who purchases 

the uniforms at the secondary school level and advises the purchase 

at the collegiate level, should communicate these perceptions to the 

manufacturers. Several manufacturers (Appendix 0) reported they relied 

on this network to develop the most desirable product. 

The preferred fabric for girls' volleyball shirts is a 50/50 

polyester/cotton blend knit jersey with a soft hand. It feels good, 

absorbs well and is readily available. Comfort factors are best main

tained by line drying regardless of wash water temperature used. Manu

facturers should stress these comfort features more in their catalogs. 

It is also recommended that manufacturers show more of their 

short sleeved shirts in the catalogs and that coaches purchase these 

for their teams. Changing to this design feature alone, will provide 

a cooler, lighter, less distracting shirt. The short sleeved shirt-

worn outside the shorts would provide maximum thermal comfort. 



Decorative braid and collars should be purchased only if style 

and appearance are more important than comfort. Manufacturers should 

be aware that their tags at the neck are also a source of irritation. 

Perhaps they could be sewn into a side seam. 

Only the people buying and wearing uniforms can decide which 

characteristic is more important to them. Thermal comfort may not 

be as critical as some other factor such as durability or price. It 

is this researcher's contention that with adequate information and 

through proper choices, uniforms can be both comfortable and durable. 



APPENDIX A 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

These terms are defined as the researcher used them in this 

study. They should not be considered dictionary definitions, although 

they are generally acceptable among clothing and textile people. 

Absorption: the property of attracting and taking in of liquid within 

a fiber; also between fibers within yarns, and between fibers 

or yarns within fabrics. 

Blend: fabric made from yarns obtained when two or more different 

fiber types are mixed in spinning. 

Comfort factors: that combination of thermal, moisture, fiber/fabric 

and psychological properties which gives the wearer a feeling 

of well-being. 

Double faced: fabric manufactured so that one side(face) is one fiber 

type while the other side(face) is a different fiber type...not 

a two layer bonded structure. 

End use: the final purpose of a textile. 

Fabric: a structure consisting of fibers or yarns that are knit, 

woven, or otherwise put together. 

Fiber: a unit, either natural or man-made, which forms the basic 

element of textile fabrics. 

Knit: a fabric structure made by interlooping one or more yarns. 

Wicking: the property of a fiber that allows moisture to move rapidly 

along the fiber surface and pass quickly through the fabric. 

Woven: a fabric structure made by interlacing yarns. 
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APPENDIX B 

ANALYSIS OF 37 UNIFORMS AVAILABLE IN 7 CATALOGS 

INFORMATION LISTINGS 

Sizes 

small, medium, large 31 

bust sizes 4 

dress sizes 2 

Sleeves 

raglan 23 

set-in 8 

can't tell 6 

long 28 

short 9 

ribbed cuff 34 

hemmed cuff 3 

Necklines 

T-shirt 4 

V-neck 6 

V-neck with collar 23 

filled in V-neck 4 

Fiber 
50% polyester, 50% cotton 22 

other blend of polyester/cotton 9 

nylon 6 

Fabric 

interlock knit 9 

mesh 2 

not mentioned 26 

Price range 
$ 5-10 each 2 

$11-15 5 
$16-10 13 

$21-25 7 

not included 10 

Additional information 
color 32 

comfort 6 

durability 7 

easy care 1 
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APPENDIX c 

LETTER TO ATHLETIC UNIFORM SUPPLIERS 

T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A  
T U C S O N ,  A R I Z O N A  8 5 7 2 1  

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS 

July 15. 1984 

Dear Sir, 

The high school coaches in Tucson have been helpful in giving me 

some of their uniform catalogs. Other athletic supplier's names 
have been taken from trade journals. Your company is one I am 
contacting for information of a general nature regarding athletic 
uniforms. I hope you will be able to respond to this short 
questionnaire, or that you will pass it on to the proper person 
or department who can. 

For my master's thesis in Clothing and Textiles at the University 
of Arizona, I am conducting research on girl's volleyball shirts. 
My emphasis will be on the fabric and garment construction. The 
purpose of the study will be to test fabrics used in volleyball 
shirts for wettablillty, thickness and air permeability and to see 
how these comfort indicators-match the player's perceptions of 
comfort. 

There seems to be a lack of information regarding female athletic 
uniform needs in the research literature. With your help, I hope 
to able to contribute knowledge in this area. Any information 
received from you will be strictly confidential and compiled for 
research purposes only. The results will be made available, with
out names, to respondents, if they desire. 

I would appreciate a copy of your current catalog. Vhen I'm finished 
with the research, I'll pass the catalog along to one of the 13 school 
in the Tucson area. 

Thank you very much for your response and time. 

Sincerely, 

Mary.J. Lopez 
Master's candidtae 
Clothing and Textiles 

School of Home Economics 
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APPENDIX D 

ATHLETIC UNIFORM SUPPLIERS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please check (X) all the responses that apply to your company. 

( ) We design shirts specifically for girl's volleyball. 

( ) We manufacture shirts specifically for girl's volleyball. 

( ) We sell shirts specifically for girl's volleyball. 

C ) We design shirts that can be used for girl's volleyball. 

( ) We manufacture shirts that can be used for girl's volleyball. 

( ) We sell shirts that can be used for girl's volleyball. 

Please complete the following statements where applicable. 

1. We maintain a research and development staff whose purpose is to: 

2. We subscribe to a research and development service that provides us 
information such as: 

3. The specifications for the fabric in our shirts are: 

Flier content: 

Weight: 

Strength: 

Other: 

4. The specifications for si2es in our shirts are: 

5. What is the average length of time between when a coach sends in a team 

uniform order and when the school receives it? 

6. Is there a BEST time to order? When?_ 
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3£I(budu(ID VOLLEYBALL INTERNATIONAL 
711 West 17th Street 

COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92627 LETTER 

(714)645-4294 Date July 23, 1984 

M a r y  L o p e z  Subject ^  a  s  ̂  e  r  '  5  T h e s i s  

D e a r  M a r y ;  

I  a m  h a p p y  t o  a s s i s t  y o u  w i t h  y o u r  p r o j e c t  a n d  I ' m  m o s t  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h e  

r e s u l t s  y o u  g e t .  I f  I  c a n  b e  o f  f u r t h e r  a s s i s t a n c e  p l e a s e  l e t  m e  k n o w  a n d  

I  w o u l d  g r e a t l y  a p p r e c i a t e  a  c o p y  o f  y o u r  p a p e r  w h e n  f i n i s h e d .  W e  a r e  \  

l o o k i n g  f o r  n e w  i d e a s  a n d  w a y s  t o  i m p r o v e  o u r  p r o d u c t .  

T h a n  k - y o u ;  

C r a i g  T h o m p s o n  ,  P r e s i d e n t  



APPENDIX F 

LETTER FROM UNIFORM MANUFACTURER c 

VOLLEYBALL ONE" Sales Co. 
Lg a Division or votnyoaii piusi inc. 
p P.O. Bo* 286 
HjUrvi Huntington Beach. CA 92648 

A Division of Voilcyoall Plusl Inc. 

rHTfl »v riuiii.inyi.uii ucqi 
(714)964-1342 
(213)320-9440 

July 12, 1984 

Ms. Mary Lopez 
5 744 E. First 
Tucson, AZ 85711 

Dear Ms. Lopez: 

Thank you for your letter of July 1, 1984. It is indeed 
encouraging to see someone doing some research in this field. 
I have enclosed our 1984-85 catalogue along with your completed 
questionnaire. Please let me know when your thesis is complete. 
I would be most interested in reading it. Also, perhaps I 
could arrange to have it published in the National Volleyball 
Coaches Association Journal, if that would be helpful to you. 

If X may be of further assis' * " to 
call on me. 

G D 5ius 

Enclosure . 
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The proposal submitted by Marv J .  Lopez 

entitled A Survey of Perceived Comfort in Girl's Volleyball Shirts 

vO 

7/19/84 

Chair, School of Home Economics Review Committee 

CO 
ci 

has been approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the School ^ 

of Home Economics. 
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APPENDIX H 

HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL—UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

HEALTH SCIENCES C E N T E R  
TUCSON. ARIZONA 8 5 7:4 

T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A  

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE 
1609 N. WARREN (BUILDING 220). ROOM 112 

TELEPHONE: i60:i 62W>':i 

23 July 1984 

Ms. Mary Jo Lopez 
School of Home Economics 
Department of Clothing, Textile 
and Interior Design 

MAIN CAMPUS 

Dear Ms. Lopez: 

We are in receipt of your project, "A Survey of Perceived Comfort in 
Girls' Volleyball Shirts", which was submitted to this Committee for review. 
The procedures to be followed in this study involve a questionnaire format 
that poses no risk to the participating subjects. However, regulations issued 
by the O.S. Department of Health and Human Services (45 CFR Part 46, Subpart 
D) require that projects of this type be reviewed and approved by this Committee 
when the study population includes minor subjects. Although full Committee 
review is not required, a brief summary of the project procedures is submitted 
to the Committee for their information and comments, if any, after administrative 
approval is granted. This project is approved effective 23 July 1984. 

Approval is granted with the understanding that no changes will be made 
to the procedures followed (as outlined in your request for approval) without 
the knowledge and approval of the Human Subjects Committee and your Departmental 
Review Committee. 

Please be advised that due to the nature of the study procedures, the 
written consent form requirement is waived. If you have any questions regarding 
the above, please contact this office. 

Sincerely yours, 

Milan Novak, M.D., Ph.D. 
Chairman 
Human Subjects Committee 

MN/jm 

cc: Mary H. Marion, Ph.D. 
Departmental Review Committee 
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APPENDIX i 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL 

A SURVEY OF PERCEIVED COMFORT IN 
GIRL'S VOLLEYBALL SHIRTS 

Research Proposal 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To investigate high school girl's perceptions about the comfort 
and appearance of their volleyball shirts. 

2. To investigate the opinions and experiences of coaches regarding 
the purchase of volleyball shirts. 

3. To ask athletic suppliers how they determine what to market in 
girl's volleyball shirts. 

4. To do laboratory analysis on those characteristics of fabric which 
contribute most to comfort and appearance (i.e., wettability, air 
permeability, thickness and wrinkle resistance). 

5. To develop a Buyer's Guide to Volleyball Shirts to be given to 
participating schools and coaches. 

PERSPECTIVES 

Girl's sports have expanded dramatically since the signing of Title IX 
in 1972. The research literature, however, has been very limited in 
reporting any studies done on women's athletic uniforms. (Men's 
uniforms have been well investigated as to comfort, safety and durability.) 

Coaches know the requirements placed on uniforms by the game itself 
and administrators know the budget constraints. But both of them are 
reliant upon a few-word description of the uniforms they are to buy 
from catalogs. There are various garment construction features and 
fabric characteristics shich should be considered also. 

Volleyball shirts have not been studied as to the most comfortable 
design features or fabrics. Textile people either have this information 
or can generate it in their laboratories. This information should be 
combined with and be made known to those who purchase uniforms. 

DATA SOURCE 

All the high schools in the Tucson area are being contacted. 

Varsity girl's volleyball teams and coaches are being asked to participate. 
By limiting the population to varsity teams it is hoped that any percep
tions linked to inexperience will be minimized. 
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METHODS 

After approval'of the research proposal by each school district, the 
coaches will be contacted by letter to explain the project and to 
secure their willingness to participate in the study. 

The questionnaires will be delivered by the researcher to the coaches 
at the high schools in September. 

The questionnaires will be administered during a practice session 
during a specified week in October. 

The junior varsity girl's coach will read the instructions, point out 
the consent form and monitor the varsity girls as they take the 4 5 
questions. Time needed for asnwering is about 15 minutes. 

A separate questionnaire will be given to the varsity coach for her 
responses regarding purchasing volleyball shirts. 

Each girl will receive a pencil embossed with "Volleyball-Go For It" 
as a thank you for participating. 

The additional parts of the research do not involve the high schools and 
will not be presented here. They are available at the Home Economics 
Building, room 127, phone 627-1295. 

UTILIZATION OF RESULTS 

This information will be used as partiil fullfillment for the requirements 
of a Master's Degree in the Clothing and Textile department of the School 
of Home Economics, University of Arizona by Mary J. Lopez. 

The information gathered as a result of these questionnaires and by the 
other research being done will be tabulated by using frequency distribution 
on each variable. Relationships contributing to player comfort will be 
sought through cross-tabulation. 

A chart will be developed summarizing these data. A Buver's Guide to 
Volleyball Shirts will include fabric characteristics to help the coaches 
choose the uniforms which will best serve their purposes. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

The high schools in the Tucson area show their belief in the value of 
girl's athletics by organizing and staffing the interscholastic volley
ball teams .Schools are frequently judged-try-other schools by the ceams 
they play. 

Young women, whether in sports or any other area in school, need to be 
aware of the consumer facts of life such as comfort, durability, cost 
and care requirements. Uniforms are expensive and need to be thought
fully purchased. Taking these questionnaires will increase the awareness 
in both players and coaches of characteristics they may not have known 
were available in volleyball shirts before. 



APPENDIX J 

TUSD APPROVAL 

TUCSON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 
P.O. BOX 40400 

1010 EAST TENTH STREET 

TUCSON, ARIZONA 15717 

September 25, 1984 

Mary J. Lopez 
5744 E. First Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85711 

Dear Ms. Lopez: 

We are pleased to inform you that your request to do research in the 
Tucson Unified School District has been approved by: Dale Frederick, 
Assistant Superintendent, Region I. 

PROJECT TITLE: A Study of Perceived Comfort in Girl's 
Volleyball Shirts 

REFERENCE NUMBER: 1242 

It will be your responsibility to contact the administrator of the sites 
participating in your study to secure their approval. You MUST show 
them a copy of this letter. 

Please keep in mind that building.principals have administrative respon
sibility and control of the conduct of your study in their area. 

When you have obtained all of the sites in Tl'SD participating in your 
study, please inform Legal and Research Services of these sites. 

Finally, provide the Department with a copy of the final report of the 
study. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Christopher Crowder 
Assistant Director 
Testing and Evaluation 

CC/se 

Jczh-̂ . 
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APPENDIX K 

VOLLEYBALL PLAYER'S QUESTIONNAIRE 

There are no right or wrong answers, "lease be as honest as you can. 

Put an X in the ( ) of your answer. 

1. How long have you been on a high school vollevball team (J.'.', 
and Varsity?) 
( ) This is the *irst year 
( ) This is the second year 
( ) This is the third vear 
( ) This is the Fourth year 

2. How long have you been playing vollevball anwhere? 
( ) Sane amount of time as in question one. 
( ) 1-2 years longer 
( ) 3-4 vears longer 
( ) more than 4 years longer 

3. Playing volleyball is 
( ) Really great 
( ) Pun 
( ) OK 
( ) A bore 

4. How would you rate yourself (compared to vour team-mates) as 
a player? 
( ) Way above average 
( ) Slightlv above average 
( ) Slightly below averaze 
C ) Way below average 

5. Do you go to see vollevball games other than the ones vou olav? 
( ) Often (whose games? ) 
( ) Sometimes 
( ) Never 

6. Have you been to vollevball summer camo? 
( ) More than once 
( ) Once 
( ) Never 

7. The style clothes vou normally wear 
( ) is VEPV important 
( ) is important 
( ) doesn't matter 

8. Are vou aware o' anv fads in vollevball uni'nra stvles'' 
( ) "Yes 
( ) Mo- please skin number 9 and 20 to number in 
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9, Describe the vollevball fads in uniforms you know about. 

10. What do you think about the style o* your uniforms? 
( ) Great 
( ) OK 
C ) Ugly 

11. How important is it to you that your uniforms be about the same 
as other high school teams you plav? 
( ) A lot 
(_ ) Some 
(_) Couldn't c a r e  less 

12. When your team takes the floor, in general, do your uniforms 
look 
C ) Better than the other teams 
( ) About the same 
(. ) Worse than theirs 

13. When you olay volleyball, how does vour shirt 'eel? 
( ) It ̂ eels comfortable 
( ) I don't think about it 
( ) It bothers me 

14. In olaving volleyball, do vou move around 
( ) A lot 
( ) Some 
( ) Very little 

15. In your uniform, do you sweat 
C ) A lot 
C j Some 
( ) Very little 

16. In regular clothes, doing regular things, do you sweac 

C > A lot 
( ) Some 
( j Very little 

17. Do you push your volleyball sleeves uo 
( ) Always 
( ) Sometimes 
( ) Never 
( ) Don't have long sleeves 

18. Do vou wear vour volleyball shirt 
C ) Tucked in your shorts 
( ) Outside your shorts 

19. Does vour coach tell vou how to wear vcur shirt and sleeves? 
( ) ̂ es 
( ) No 



The next few questions deal with how the uniforms are cleaned. There 
are no BEST answers. Manufactures need to know what "EALLV happens 
to the uniforms so thev can use the rizht fabrics and construction. 

20. Who usually washes vour uniform' 
( ) I do 
C ) Mother 
( ) School 
( ) Other (Specify ) 

21. How is your uniform usually washed? 
( ) By hand 
( ) Home washing machine 
( ) Laundromat 
( ) Other (Specify ) 

22. How is your uniform usually dried? 
( ) Home dryer 
( ) Laundromat drver 
( ) Drip-dry inside the house 
( ) Clothes-line outside 
( ) Other (Specify ) 

23. How often is your uniform washed? 
( ) After every game it is worn 
( ) When it looks dirty 
( ) When I remember 
( ) Other (Specify ) 

24, What laundry instructions were vou ziven when you tot vour 
volleyball uniform? 

On the next few questions please check ALL the answers that are true 
for you. 

25. The material in your volleyball shirt is 
( ) Too scratchy 
( ) Too stiff 
( ) Too hot 
( ) Too heavy 
( ) Just right 
( ) Clingy 
( ) Too flimsey 
( ) Too thin 
( ) Too see-throueh 
( ) Other (Sneci'v ) 
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Femessber: check all ehat apply. 

26. Which of.these products do you usually use when washing your 

uniform? 
( ) Liquid detergent 
( ) Powdered detergent 
( ) Bleach 
( ) Fabric softener 
( ) Don't know 

27. Do you wish vour unifora was 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
C ) 
( ) 
() 
C ) 

f<ore attractive 
A different style 
A better fit 
Different fabric 
><ore comfortable 
Exactly as it is 
Other CSDecify 

28. What size shirt do you wear? 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

Small 
Medium 
Large 
X-Large 
Other (Specify_ ) 

29. How does your shirt fi! 
Too long 
Just right 
Too short 
Too tight 
Too loose 

The bodv is The sleeves are 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

30. 

Sleeveless shirt 
Short sleeved shirt 
Long sleeved shirt 

T-shirt fabric 
"vlon tricot (like sliss) 
Double knit (like wara-uos) 
"ish net fabric 

"lain "-neck 
l'-neck with collar 
T-shirt neck 
Other (Specify 

Check what 
you HAVE in 
vour shirt 

Check what 
vou VI?H 
vou had 

( ) 
C ) 
c ; 

(  )  
(  )  
(  )  
( )  

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( > 

Check vha: 
vou'd H.i77 
to have 

( ) 

THE EOT 

TBAXSS A LOT 



APPENDIX L 

LETTER FROM DONATING MANUFACTURER 

October 1, 1984 

Mary J. Lopez 
5744 East First Street 
Tucson, Arizona 85711 

Dear Mary: 

Please accept the fabric that we sent to you with our compliments. 

Yes, this fabric is used in our women's volleyball tops and short. 
It is 100% medium weight stretch nylon. We are currently in the 
process of producing next year's catalog which will show women's 
volleyball. Therefore, I do not have a catalog to send to you at 
this time. When you are interested in purchasing volleyball uniforms, 
please contact our authorized distributor, Marston's, Inc., 
504 South Madison Drive, Tempe, Arizona 85281. Their telephone number 
is (602) 967-1451. I hope this helps you in completing your master's 
thesis. 

Sincere, 

4cnard S. ppan/ian 11 
ice Presiaent/Sales/Marketing 

RSS II/jn 

Manufacturers of Athletic Clothing 
1050 Los Vailecitos Boulevard 

San Marcos, Calif. 92069 
(619) 744-3400 
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APPENDIX M 

EVALUATION DEVICE—WEAR STUDY 

EVALUATOR 

SHIRT 

ACTIVITY 

DATE 

TO BE CHECKED WHEN SHIRT IS FIRST PUT ON 

soft 1 2 3 4 5 6 

hoc 1 2 3 4 5 6 

heavy 1 2 3 4 5 6 

clingy 1 2 3 4 5 6 

comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

wet 1 2 3 4 5 6 

TO BE CHECKED ATTER A GOOD SWEAT HAS 3UILT UP 

soft 12 4 5 6 

hot 1 * 2 3 4 5 6 

heavy 1 2 3 4 5 6 

clingy 1 2 3 4 5 6 

comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

wee 1 2 3 4 5 6 

TO BE CHECKED AFTER COOLING DOWN 

soft 1 2 3 4 5 6 

hot 1.23 4 56 

heavy .1 2 3 4 5 6 

clingy 1 2 3 4 5 6 

comfortable 1 2 3 4 5 6 

wet 12 3 4 5 6 
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scratchy 

cold 

light 

stiff 

uncomfortable 

dry 

scratchy 

cold 

light 

stiff 

uncomfortable 

dry 

scratchy 

cold 

light 

stiff 

uncomfortable 

dry 



APPENDIX N 

INFORMATION BROCHURE 

Ways to Get 

Comfort in Uniforms 
(Particularly Volleyball Shirts) 

Mary J. Lopez 

University of Arizona 

1985 
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SPECIAL THANKS TO 

these coaches and their girls for helping with 

this research project. 

Debbie Taylor 

Dodie Ocosco 

Marilyn Hyman 

Debbie Summers 

Anne Davenport 

Pam Havlick 

Sabino H.S. 

Santa Rita H.S. 

Salpointe H.S. 

Rincon H.S. 

Pima College 

Tucson, AZ 

Tucson, AZ 

Tucson, AZ 

Tucson, AZ 

Tucson, AZ 

Pomona College Claremont, CA 

1 

WHAT IS COMFORT? 

In sports where heat and sweat are expected, 

a comfortable uniform should help keep the player 

cool and dry. 

WHAT CONTRIBUTEES TO COMFORT? 

The fabric the uniforms are made of, how they 

are made and how they are worn can add to player 

comfort. 

WHY IS COMFORT IMPORTANT? 

A player in an uncomfortable uniform will be 

distracted from the game. Even excellent training 

can't make tight sleeves, heavy fabric or a 

bulky collar comfortable. 

IS COMFORT EXPENSIVE? 

Many school budgets require durable uniforms 

at low cost, but by using some of the sugges

tions presented here, a comfortable uniform 

needn't cost any more than an uncomfortable 

one. 

2 
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COMFORT THROUGH FABRIC SELECTION 

Seme fabrics absorb by soaking up persplralion 

and can feel heavy and cling until drying occurs. 

In fabrics that wick, moisture travels along the 

fibers, In either case. If evaporation can take 

place, the wearer will feel cool. Polyester/cotton 

50/50 blends combine absorption and wlcklng to 

get the best relief fro* perspiration. Different 

proportions of these fiber blends are available 

If more durability or softness are desired. Soft, 

light-weight fabrics are more comfortable than 

heavier stiff ones. Look for fabric Information 

before ordering; some manufacturers offer samples. 

Comparison of Fibers Commonly Found in Uniforms 

Polyester Cotton Nylon 

Wicks moisture Absorbs moisture Wicks moisture 

Adds durability Somewhat weakened Durable 

Can be stiff 
by perspiration 

Can be stiff 

and uc rat city Soli and snatchy 

Often comhinod Rarely used as Usual 1y found 

with cotton 100X In uniforms as 100% In 

In shirts mil forms 

1 

COMFORT THROUGH 

STYLE PURCHASED 

Long sleeves are frequently pushed up during 

a game because they feel too long, too short, 

too tight, too loose or because of nervous habit. 

These distractions, hot body air and perspira

tion can be eliminated more easily with short 

sleeved :ihlris. Collnr:i nnil riccnratlvc braid 

add weight and are often scratchy. Only you 

can decide if "style" Is more important than 

comfort to your team. 

03 
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COMFORT THROUGH HEAR PRACTICES 

© f 
Hot air rises If It has aa way to get through 

the uniform. Shirts worn outside the shorts give 

ventilation and evaporation a chance to happen 

and the player will feel cooler. Houever, psycho

logical comfort Is also a consideration. If 

everyone on your team feels better with their 

shlrt3 lucked In, thermal comfort may not he a 

critical factor to them. 

5 

COACHES 

* Match how your players wear their uni

forms. 

* Note distracting behavior. 

* Do you have to remind players to. do, 

or not to do, something over and over 

again regarding their uniforms? Maybe 

it's a problem. 

* Make a point of passing along this infor

mation to your purchasing agent or sales 

representative. 

* Changes are made from your practical 

suggest ions. 

* What uniforms you choose this year Is 

a vote for more of the same next season. 

* Research Indicated Ilne drying increased 

comfort factors more Lhan machine drying 

In polyester/cotton knit shirts. 

6 00 
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APPENDIX 0 

MANUFACTURER'S RESEARCH NETWORK 

Please complete the following statements where applicable. 

1. We maintain a research and development staff whose purpose is to: 

-fhh ,n rK+U'Sj tr-ii . 

Please complete the following statements where applicable. 

1. We maintain a research and development staff whose purpose is to: 

(JJ4AJL 6̂ . C<rrJs££~Jb C(rrC&ujt j/Uc. 

2. We subscribe to a research and development service that provides us 
information such as: v 

' PU\-fofir*tA.U u Â jt* t'o W-y flf. iVu-j.V Kir-
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